Urea-induced denaturation process on defatted human serum albumin and in the presence of palmitic acid.
We report a study on the unfolding behavior of the most abundant protein contained in plasma, human serum albumin. The unfolding mechanisms in denaturing conditions induced by urea are studied for the defatted form (HSA) and for the palmitic acid:albumin (HSAPalm) complex. We employed the singular value decomposition method to determine the minimum number of structural states present in the unfolding processes. Low-resolution three-dimensional structures are reconstructed from the one-dimensional small-angle X-ray scattering patterns and are correlated with the parameters obtained from static and dynamic light scattering experiments. The unfolding process is pointed out by both ab initio and rigid body fitting methods that highlight a stepwise evolution of the protein structure toward open conformations. The superimpositions of the 3D structures provided independently by the two methods show very good agreements. The hydrodynamic radii estimated for the protein best fitting conformations are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental ones. The results show that the HSA unfolding process is consistent with previous spectroscopic studies that suggest a multistep unfolding pathway. In particular, a scheme in which domains I and II are opened in sequence and the presence of two intermediates are evidenced is presented. The opening sequence is different from that found using guanidine hydrochloride as denaturant agent. The stabilizing role of the fatty acids in the urea denaturation process is evident. The palmitic acid ligand strongly stabilizes the protein, which remains in the native form up to high denaturant concentrations. In this case, the unfolding process is characterized by a single-step mechanism.